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THOUGHTS FROM EMERITUS PROFESSOR FLOYD WILLIAMS
Regarding the recent political unrest in our country that has focused on the issues of racism, black
lives, etc, I submit the following thoughts. These are not intended to be political but to express
some broader personal concerns as well that in some sense flow beyond the sad, tragic events that
transpired in Minnesota — the May 25th 2020 killing of George Floyd. Like so many others, I have
experienced racial discrimination over the course of many years. This with other ills I see as part
of the general fabric of society that manifests itself in the positive and negative behavior of human
beings. I have tried to use these negatives, coupled with my own personal faults and failures, as
a platform for personal growth. As has well been said, life’s troubles and tragedies can make us
bitter or better. I realize that numerous other groups suffer as well from discrimination – racial,
religious, or otherwise. Whether they be Tibetans, Irish, Christians in Eritrea, Muslims or Indians
in America, or Indians in India by way of Hindu nationalists, the list seems to go on and on. The
poignant question that Rodney King asked during the six days of the 1992 LA riots still lingers in
the air decades later: “Can’t we all just get along?”
When I was asked to speak in Poland for the second time, I took the opportunity to visit both Camp
Birkenau and Auschwitz and thus I was able to see first hand the cruel instruments of terror and
death imposed by the Nazis on the Jews, Gypsies, Czechs, Yugoslavs, Austrians, Poles, and others.
Article continues on page 6
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HABEN MICHAEL INTERVIEW
Haben Michael was featured in the last newsletter, as one of three new assistant professors in 2019-20.
Hearing of his interesting and non-traditional back story, I interviewed him last summer. — Ed.
MW: Can you give us a summary of your career?
HM: I received a BS in Mathematics and a PhD in Statistics, both from Stanford. In between the two I went to law school, worked
in mergers & acquisitions for a couple of years, and practiced law for a time. I also worked (and continue to work) in housing court,
representing tenants in the Boston area.
MW: What is law school like for someone with a math background? Easier? Harder? Weirder?
HM: It was fun, it didn’t feel like work. I was a TV junkie, but rather than watch TV, I would just read cases. The philosophy or policy
conversations I had with friends (“is that really legal? but then why is this illegal?”) suddenly had a clear purpose. I would compare
the difference between philosophy conversations on the one hand and practicing the law on the other, to the difference between
working on a challenging textbook problem and doing research.
It’s a different type of intellectual challenge. You don’t encounter the kind of problem you do in math, which hurts your head to
even think about too long, the mental equivalent of moving an awkward piece of furniture up a spiral staircase. But in litigation
or negotiations there is the challenge of quick thinking, time plays an important role. And there is often another different kind of
challenge. It’s doing something that seems simple, and the simple solution will in fact work 98% of the time, but a lawyer is brought
in to make sure it goes off without a hitch 99.5% of the time. That requires some thought and imagination
One difference is that these challenges seem to ease up with experience. As far as I can tell math doesn’t ever get any easier.
By the way, I think nowadays it is much more common to find law students who have a math or related background. The
methods of STEM fields have been adopted by the law and legal practitioners just as in many other humanities disciplines..
Article continues on page 11
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mherst undergraduates Jonah Chaban, Artem Vysogorets, and Jimmy Hwang worked as a team, led by Assistant
Matthew Dobson, to produce the top-scoring project among 7 competing teams at the first ever Student Competition
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will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member
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d2 = d · d = d · (u1 + u2 + u3 ) = d · u1 + d · u2 + d · u3 = da1 cos θ1 + da2 cos θ2 + da3 cos θ3 .

Dividing by d gives the required formula.
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anding work of our faculty in pushing the envelope of knowledge in mathematics
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the
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4 papers
innumbered
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starting Professor
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warp, which
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0. Then only
the warps
by
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xa + yb can go over the weft, where x and y are integers. (a) Arguing by contradiction, suppose
the g.c.d. of a and b is d > 1. Since d divides xa + yb, warps indexed by integers not divisible
by d never go over the weft. But this is impossible by the definition of the weave, every warp
should go over (and under) some weft. (b) We need to prove that every positive integer n except
1, 2, 3, 4, 6 can be written as a sum of coprime positive integers a, b > 1. The first choice is
2 + 3 = 5 and the next choice is 2 + 5 = 7 (or 3 + 4 = 7). Equivalently, we need to show that
there exists a coprime to n such that 1 < a < n − 1. If n is odd, take a = 2. If n = 2k ≥th8 is
a power of 2, take a = 3. More generally, write n = 2k m, where k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 3 is odd. The
number of integers from 1 to n coprime to n is called the Euler function φ(n). So we need to
show that φ(n) > 2. Since the Euler function is multiplicative, we have

artment hosted 3 conferences this past year: Associate Professor Anna Liu was among the organizers of the 32nd New
Statistical Symposium bringing together nearly 250 statisticians to discuss emerging issues in April 2018; Professor
Nahmod helped organize Women in Partial Differential Equations in March 2018; and Associate Professor Hongkun
-organized Mathematical Physics Perspective of Billards and Dominoes celebrating the 70 birthdays of Pavel Bleher and
unimovich in September 2017.
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ry sad to have lost an important member of our faculty, Richard S. Ellis,
who passed away in July 2018. Richard joined
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 cared very much about
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will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

THOUGHTS FROM EMERITUS PROFESSOR FLOYD
Continued
WILLIAMS
The visits there, and visits to the homes of Gandhi in Mumbai,
India, Saint Mother Teresa in Calcutta, Einstein in Bern,
Switzerland, Dostoyevsky in St. Petersburg, Russia, etc, all have
helped me to see the world in a broader view — in a vision that
in the short life we occupy on this planet we are admonished to
seek the humanity and value of all persons, regardless of creed
or cultural distinction. Gandhi’s movement of non-violence
which culminated in 1947 with independence from Britain
was the template
EDITED
BY used by Martin Luther King, Jr. Einstein
labored unceasingly as a champion of human rights. The Space
X astronauts that docked a few days ago with the International
Space Station viewing our little blue planet from their vantage
point reminded us again that ours is a shared atmosphere and a
shared place in this universe, and hence for the good of all we do
DESIGNED BY
need to “get along together”, as Rodney King so wished.
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Whether
we go through the pandemic of a
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of race relations, we all share a common
destiny.
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There is worldwide agreement that what happened to
George Floyd in our country was absolutely horrific and unjust.
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robbed on the streets of St. Louis some years ago. My nephew is
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noted his bravery and fidelity
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of otherand
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with
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treatments. I also invest time helping two children (ages 5 and
7) with reading challenges, and I work with bi-racial families
that have experienced discrimination. Thus I believe in using
somber note,
mourn
on 2 July
thewe
many
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thatpassing
God has granted
to me to be a blessing
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and
misunderstandings
of
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d in the community. It’s an immeasurable loss toso different from
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ment. For many Iyears
Richard edited the annual
now mention some of my experiences with minority

and monthly News Briefs, and I — your current
njoyed working with him on both for much of the
e. As I re-drafted the letter soliciting briefs this
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I realized it was based on Richard’s traditional
d down from him to me several years ago. Both

students and mathematicians who have been mentors to them,
and to me — here I speak not as an expert on a broader area of
racism in mathematics. I grew up with no mathematics heroes,
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but only CHALLENGE
sports or music personsPROBLEMS
to emulate. I knew of the
courageous sports executive Branch Rickey who helped to break
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a4, suppose
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sport or entertainment figures for role models. It is very helpful
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underestimate
the potential of these and other students.

I feel that if educators see themselves more as
Show that the sequence {an} converges and
serving the needs of students and providing
calculate L = limn→∞ an. ....................
mentorship, when possible, rather than being
“lords” in the class room, then possibly the
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Consider a regular
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amount3.
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did
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ten
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England
Board
edges of length 1. What is the length of
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on Higher Education working with other mathematicians and
loop
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scientists in the grand effort to reach and mentor, and to recruit
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.............................
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I think we all hope for some good ends to emerge from
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are bound by a common destiny on this small blue planet.
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bounds
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heSexpressed
thesize
great
{1,human
2, ..., n}
such that
contains the
|S| hope
of S. Let

Bn be the set of all S in An which are minimal, i.e.,
if S contains some subset T in An then T = S. Show
that the number bn of elements of the set Bn is the
nth Fibonacci number Fn (here F1 = 1 = F2 and after
that Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2).

that the understanding of nature would
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He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member
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d down from him to me several years ago. Both

Problem 6. Let An be the set of all subsets S of
{1, 2, ..., n} such that S contains the size |S| of S. Let
Bn be the set of all S in An which are minimal, i.e.,
if S contains some subset T in An then T = S. Show
that the number bn of elements of the set Bn is the
nth Fibonacci number Fn (here F1 = 1 = F2 and after
that Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2).
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He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

Excel and then do the same hundred-year projection to prove
the modeling software is working correctly. It reminds me of
sensitivity analysis in differential equations.

ES: You both studied abroad during your final semester.

Julie: Yes, I was in Ireland last spring, before being sent home in
March because of the COVID outbreak.
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ES: What research experiences did you have at UMass?
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Chaban,
Artem Vysogorets,
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the European
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He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

had that kind of place where faculty and graduate students mix,
INTERVIEW WITH GEORGE AVRUNIN, ON
THE OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT FROM and we’re hopeful that the renovations now being planned will
make that possible.
THE DEPARTMENT
NEW CHALLENGE PROBLEMS

After &
44 years at UMass, George
MATHEMATICS
Avrunin retired at the end of the
STATISTICSspring term. On the occasion of this
milestone I had a chance to interview
George to get some perspective
NEWSLETTER

on his experiences as a teacher,
researcher, and department head.
George was born in Detroit and grew
EDITED BY
up in the Detroit area. He received
his bachelor’s and doctoral degrees
from the University of Michigan. He came to our department
in 1976, and in addition to his research and teaching, he served
for eight years BY
as associate department head, three years as
DESIGNED
head and two terms as acting head. He has also been an adjunct
faculty member of the computer science department since 1992.
— Brian Burrell

chard S. Ellis
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Robert Kusner

Brigette McKenna

BB: What was your impression of UMass when you arrived?

IN COOPERATION
WITH
GA: It was already one
of the strongest institutions in the state,

but perception hadn’t caught up with that yet. There was the
P.
FLAHERTY
GWILLIAM
Zoo
Mass mentality. At theO.
time,
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much smaller than they
now; it was very much an
J.were
HOROWITZ
S. are
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undergraduate institution. That has changed. We have a lot
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more out-of-state students, and the university has continued to
A.
getRAYMOND
better. The students and C.
theirRUSSELL
families in the state recognize
that
now, and they treat us asR.
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place.
N.
WHITAKER
YOUNG
BB: Who else came in when you were hired?
GA: Richard Ellis and Eduardo Cattani came in a few years

BB: I know that your field is algebra and representation theory,
but I was
aware in the
‘90s thatofif the
anybody
hadchallenging
a question
Here
is aalso
selection
of some
more
about LaTeX or any software oriented question, you were
problems
from the 2018 Jacob-Cohen-Killam prize
always the go-to guy. How did that come about?

exam.
Three additional prize exam problems are
GA: I have always worked in other areas beyond mathematics.
included
theofAwards
Dinner
page 14...
In my seniorinyear
college I wasn’t
surearticle
whetheron
I wanted
to
apply to graduate school in math or psychology. I was working
........................................................
as a research assistant in what we would now call cognitive
Problem
1. Compute the volume of the 2018–
psychology. Back then, as a math graduate student, you had
dimensional
simplex
to take some courses
outside of the department, so I went to
the mathematical psychologist
taught
{(t
, ... , t2018)∈R2018 : 0 ≤ tClyde
≤ ···Coombs,
≤ t who
≤ 1}.
1
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graduate course I had 1taken as an2018
undergraduate.
.............................
Together we made up some independent study courses. These

dealt with what are called single-peaked preference functions,

a3, a4, suppose
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in which respondents
havenumbers
some ordering
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defined
recursively
as
aout
that
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are
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n

[“With simple stimuli like amount of sugar in coffee or grade
expectations
in +
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preference
orders of individuals
an = (an−1
an−2 +the
an−3
+ an−4)/4.
can be represented by single-peaked functions of an underlying
ordering. When stimuli are more complex, as in candidates
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that the sequence {a } converges and
for office or automobiles, there isn usually no natural ordering
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L =stimuli,
limn→∞and
an.hence
....................
underlying the
the preference orders cannot
be single-peaked functions in one dimension.” Coombs &
Avrunin, 1977.] One of Coombs’s major research contributions
Problem
3. Consider a regular tetrahedron with
had to do with developing scaling techniques for these things.
edges
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1. What
theand
length
ofsome
thepictures
shortest
One dayof
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came
into the is
office
he drew
loop
surface
whichfunctions
surrounds
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relatedon
to its
complex
preference
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but ..
all he had were these pictures. So I turned the pictures into
.............................
mathematics and extended it to n dimensions. We wrote two
Problem
4. Howthemany
3×3between
arraysthe
areproperties
there such
papers that explained
interplay
of
the options
and theinclude
propertiesall
of the
the preferences.
So even
when
that
(i) entries
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1 through
I was
research
in the cohomology
of groups,are
I was
9,
anddoing
(ii) my
entries
in every
row and column
in
doing this other kind of work. I came to UMass and did algebra,
increasing order?
but I maintained the contact with Coombs, and we eventually
published a monograph on social conflict.
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how the university atmosphere has changed in your time here. Problem
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He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

IN MEMORIAM

I have one anecdote I can share, although there are many
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

DEPARTMENTAL EFFORTS TO PROMOTE
INCLUSIVITY

This topic has become much more urgent nationally given the
events of last summer. Our College of Natural Sciences has
been strong on this issue (see https://www.cns.umass.edu/
diversity-equity-inclusion). —Ed
The Department of Mathematics and Statistics’ Climate
Committee is dedicated to understanding and improving
the professional climate of our department. The committee
includes representatives from the faculty, staff, graduate
student, andBY
undergraduate student populations, and is
EDITED
working to systematically review and improve the experiences
of all these groups.
The 2019-2020 Climate Committee conducted an
extensive survey of the experiences of our undergraduate
students, with almost 400 respondents. We also held a preDESIGNED
BY
COVID social lunch with faculty and undergraduate Math
majors at a dining hall, and worked to get more information
for prospective majors on the departmental website. The
graduate student group is establishing an extensive graduate
mentoring structure. The climate committee has also
IN COOPERATION
WITH
financially supported
pre-talks before seminars to make them
more accessible to all department members, meals for graduate
students
with visitors, and the
of books for graduate
EN
P.
FLAHERTY
O. purchase
GWILLIAM
students for the antiracist teaching reading group. The climate
NG
J. HOROWITZ
S. HROBAR
committee has also worked to streamline the shared use of
SKI
I.
MIRKOVIC
A. MORALES
conference
rooms. The climate
and teaching committees also
co-hosted
a
training
session
on
T
A. RAYMOND
C. intersectionality
RUSSELL led by the
UMass
Stonewall Center. — Krista
Gile
G
N.
WHITAKER
R. YOUNG
Department members were moved by the killing of
George Floyd and following events this summer to examine
the role of racism,
therefore antiracism,
in our professional
tment of Mathematics
andandStatistics
publishes
work.
Department
members
have
been
active
newsletter for alumni and friends. You arein dialogues in
our local and professional communities, as well as on campus
and we want to
hear from you! Please contact us at
and in the department. There is now a faculty-grad student
.umass.edu toreading
sharegroup
youronnews,
let teaching
us know
antiracist
andhow
a grad-student led
ng, and learnreading
ways group
to become
involved
with the
of the book
Hidden Figures.
There is also a
Slack
whereresource
departmentfor
members
can share actions
t. Our website
is channel
a valuable
current
or
insights,
and
a
working
group
of
passionate
and news, so we encourage you to visit us regularly volunteers
interested in anti racist action and change. This group is
ath.umass.edu
planning many additional projects to foster antiracism in our
department. We are learning about barriers to success for our
Black
andthe
students
from other
somber note,
westudents
mourn
passing
on 2under-represented
July
groups and working to direct recourses to reduce these
dear colleague Richard S. Ellis, an internationally
barriers, including allocation of departmental resources and
robabilist, and
a good friend to many of us on
pursuing external funding sources. We are also developing a
d in the community.
’s an immeasurable
todepartment.
long-term It
strategic
plan for antiracismloss
in our
— Krista
ment. For many
yearsGileRichard edited the annual
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People from many different roles in the department
started meeting biweekly this summer to discuss texts on
antiracist teaching. The group first read “Teaching Across
NEW
CHALLENGE
PROBLEMS
Cultural Strengths”
by Alicia Feledina
Chávez and Susan
Diana Longerbeam, which describes different cultural learning
Here
is a selection of some of the more challenging
frameworks, and the need for instructors to rely on all of
problems
from
the 2018
Jacob-Cohen-Killam
prize
them so as not
to underserve
learners
who grew up in a
exam.
Three
additional
prize
are
particular
framework.
The group
thenexam
moved problems
on to “Political
Conocimiento
for
Teaching
Mathematics
and
Rehumanizing
included in the Awards Dinner article on page 14...
Mathematics” where Rochelle Gutiérrez challenges the
........................................................
idea that learning and teaching mathematics is universal
Problem
1. The
Compute
the volume
of the 2018–
and culture-free.
pièce de résistance
was “Teaching
to
Transgress”
by
Bell
Hooks
in
which
education
is
presented
as
dimensional simplex
a practice of freedom, and the importance of creating learning
{(t
, ... , t2018within
)∈R2018
: 0 ≤ t1 ≤is emphasized.
··· ≤ t2018 The
≤ 1}.
communities
our classrooms
1
group
is
planning
to
continue
meeting
and
further
educate
.............................
themselves on antiracist teaching. — Annie Raymond

Problem 2. Given numbers a1, a2, a3, a4, suppose
SPACE
is defined recursively
as
aDEPARTMENTAL
n

The department is nearing the end of the planning phase of a
an to
= renovate
(an−1 + and
an−2expand
+ an−3the+department’s
an−4)/4. physical space.
project
The plan includes acquiring 2 new wings of Lederle tower, former
laboratory
the 15th and
floors, to the
left as you
} converges
and
Show
thatspace
theon
sequence
{an16th
exit the elevators. This space will allow
for a nicer undergraduate
calculate
L = limn→∞ a3nnew
. ....................
advising and lounge space,
sizeable meeting rooms, and 24
new offices for faculty, staff, and graduate students. The 15th floor
will also include 2 discussion nooks to encourage spontaneous
Problem
3. Consider a regular tetrahedron with
conversations. The project also includes renovation of the 16th
edges
of lengthspace,
1. What
is the
lengthrenovation
of the shortest
floor colloquium
including
substantial
of the
loop
on its
surface
which
two vertices?
kitchenette
and
the section
to thesurrounds
right of the colloquium
room ..
as a common room. This renovation is needed to support the
.............................
recent growth necessary to support all of our students. The
Problem
4. Howmaking
manyspace
3×3 for
arrays
are there
such
design has prioritized
everyone,
while also
that
(i) more
entries
include all
digits from
1 through
creating
opportunities
forthe
community
and connection
within
begin
9,
andthe
(ii)department.
entries inConstruction
every row was
andscheduled
columntoare
in
this academic year, but will be delayed due to the pandemic and
increasing order?
its budget and logistical impacts. — Krista Gile

M.S. OPTION
INESTATISTICS
IN THEin the
Problem
5. .Let
be the coefficients
n
∞
xⁿ
BOSTON AREA
expansion:
.sec x+tan x = E . ⁿ n=0 nn!
The M.S. option in Statistics at the Newton Mount Ida campus
Show that they satisfy E =E1 =1 began
and for
n≥1
of the University of Massachusetts0 Amherst
its second
year...in Fall 2020, under the direction of Associate Professor
Erin Conlon. This program is an evening program. There are
eleven graduate courses being offered during the 2020 - 2021
academic year, including Mathematical Statistics I and II,
Problem
6. Let An be theMethods
set of for
all Data
subsets
S of
Statistical Computing, Statistical
Science, and
{1,
2,
...,
n}
such
that
S
contains
the
size
|S|
of
S. Let
Data Visualization, among others. Applications are currently

and monthly News Briefs, and I — your current
Bn be the set of all S in An which are minimal, i.e.,
njoyed working with him on both for much of the
if S contains some subset T in An then T = S. Show
e. As I re-drafted the letter soliciting briefs this
that the number bn of elements of the set Bn is the
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I realized it was based on Richard’s traditional
n Fibonacci number Fn (here F1 = 1 = F2 and after
d down from him to me several years ago. Both
that Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2).

being accepted for the Fall 2021 class. More information on the

than 100 virtual attendees. There were 27 contributed talks and
69 contributed posters including presentations by VAP Laura
statmtida/ —Erin Conlon
Colmenarejo and VAP Theo Douvropoulos. The best student
welcome you to our Newsletter as the new Department Head.
I officially started on 21 January
presentation prize of the conference was supported by our
a true honor
–
and
somewhat
daunting
–
to
follow
in
the
footsteps
of Farshid
department.
The virtualHajir,
meetingwho
included social activities like a
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
es as Vice Provost of Academic Affairs and did a fantastic jobpuzzle
in hishunt,
3 years
as
Head.
I
take
a virtual excursion usingover
the website Geoguessr, a
There were 10 REU students for summer 2020: six were supported
ment that’s risen tremendously in stature since I came to UMass
in 1987.
We’ve
some
virtual
banquet,
and a made
design your
own t-shirt contest.
thanks to the Barksdale fund, two were supported through the
— Alejandro
Morales
al hires UMass
and improved
our graduate and undergraduate programs.
Our graduates
have gone on
TRIPODS Institute, and two were supported through
standingfaculty
things.
We’reThere
verywas
proud
of range
our alumni.
grants.
a wide
of exciting research
carried out this summer, and many of the students presented ONLINE CONFERENCES
lar area atofangrowth
is ourREU
number
of undergraduate
majors,
continually
exceeds expectations.
More
online Math
conference
organized by UConn.
The which
One feature
of the COVID-19-ridden
environment
thisand
yearmore of
projectsrecognize
presented were
ming students
the benefits of majoring in math. Wewas
have
1000
majors
in 7 areas:
Actuarial
Science,
the almost
profusion
of online
academic
conferences.
I asked
Laura Colmenarejo
to reportMathematics
on her experiences
— Ed.an essential
Math, Computing,
PureArnold
Math,
Statistics,
Teaching
and an
concentration.
is also
“Circle Dynamics:
Tongues”
by Rebecca
Rosenblum,
withIndividual
faculty mentor
Robin Young
y 21st century
education,
as over 15,000 UMass students take our classes each year.

RTMENT
MESSAGE
program isHEAD’S
available at https://people.math.umass.edu/~conlon/

“Hooklength Formulas for Semi-Standard Young Tableaux” by
Peter
Cassels,
withsearch
faculty mentor
Alejandro
Morales
o the hard
work
of our
committee,
our
tenure track position in Math Biology was filled by our top candidate:

“Exploring
Naples
parking
with
Professor
Brian the
Van
Koten
is anfunctions”
expert by
in Christo
appliedKeller
probability
and numerical analysis, performing computer
faculty mentor
Laurawith
Colmenarejo
ns of molecular
systems
applications in biology, chemistry and materials science. We also had a very successful
“Clustering
of Uveal Visiting
MelanomaAssistant
Patients” byProfessors:
Nathan GrantSiddhant
with
ring 8 new
outstanding
Agrawal, Panagiota Birmpa, Noriyuki Hamada,
faculty mentor
Leili Shahriyari
n Lai, Jonathan
Simone,
Zahra Sinaei, Zheni Utic and Jiayu Zhai. Our new Marshall Stone VAP, Laura Colmenarejo
“Adjusted
Analysis in Vaccine Efficacy Trials” by
o, will join
us inPer-Protocol
Spring 2019.

It was March 11, 2020 when we started to receive news about
the online provide
transitionan
dueopportunity
to COVID-19, to
andhighlight
it was March
13, of
Additional
projects,Faculty
not presented
at the
REUat
conference:
sletter, and
the on-line
News
Briefs
www.math.umass.edu,
some
2020 when it was made official. Spring 2019 lectures would be
anding work
of our
faculty
pushinginthe
envelope
of knowledge
in mathematics and statistics each year: Assistant
“Exploring
Patient
GeneinExpression
Lung
Adenocarcinoma”
online for the rest of the semester and the spring break would
by
Joseph
Cormier
with
faculty
mentor
Leili
Shahriyari
Nestor Guillen spoke at the Austin workshop “Gerrymandering
Steals Elections: Learn how It’s Done and How to
give us time to figure out how that was possible. During that
“Alternate
School
Choice”
by Morgan
with week,Jim
nd was part
of aAlgorithms
panel onfor
the
topic
including
USDiPilla
Representative
McGovern
year;
I started
receiving this
emails
aboutAssociate
postponed Professor
and canceledPaul
faculty
Mark
Wilson
was invited
tomentor
lecture
at the
2018 International Congress of Mathematicians;
Associate
Oblomkov
was
conferences. Surprisingly,
I also Professor
saw a post Alexei
on Facebook
by
Neural Networks
to Identify
Parameters
for Lane Changing
a Simons“Using
Fellowship;
Professors
Markos
Katsoulakis
and LucMaria
Rey-Bellet
received
a major
Air
Force grant
develop
Monks Gillespie
(Colorado
State
University)
askingtofor
Model from
Data” by
Yaocao Chen
with faculty
mentorNahmod
volunteers
to organize
in a virtual
conference.
On March
nce guarantees
in Traffic
predictive
modeling;
Professor
Andrea
was
part ofora talk
feature
honoring
women
in the Notices
Qian-Yong Chen
I emailed her
saying that
I would
love family
to co-organize
such
MS; and University
Distinguished Professor Panos Kevrekidis19,
published
4 papers
in the
Nature
of journals.
“Thermodynamic properties of billiards-like heat conduction a conference and/or give a talk. Within a week, we formed a
team of four organizers and five weeks later we sent our first nd
Duan with faculty
mentor
Yao LiAssociate Professor
artmentmodel”
hostedby3Zoe
conferences
this past
year:
Anna Liu was among the organizers of the 32 New
announcement to the community. AlCoVE (an Algebraic
“A
data-driven
method
for
invariant
probability
measures
of
Statistical Symposium bringing together nearly 250 statisticians
to discuss emerging
issues intook
April
2018;
Professor
Combinatorics
Virtual Expedition!)
place
virtually
on
nonlinear
dynamical
systems
driven
by
non-Gaussian
Levy
Nahmod helped organize Women in Partial Differential Equations
in
March
2018;
and
Associate
Professor
Hongkun
June 15-16, 2020, with 12 top-level research talks and a poster
processes” by Liwen Ouyang with faculty mentor Jiayu Zhai
of Pavel
Bleher and
-organized Mathematical Physics Perspective of Billards and Dominoes
the
70th birthdays
session withcelebrating
12 posters from
researchers
at all stages.
Moreover,
— Matthew Dobson
this conference included social activities such as a scavenger
unimovich in September 2017.
hunt, some virtual expeditions, math funny pools, and a happy
CONFERENCES
hour.Jimmy Hwang worked as a team, led by Assistant
mherst undergraduates Jonah Chaban, Artem Vysogorets, and
The 32nd International conference in Formal Power Series
While I was organizing AlCoVE, I was involved in
Matthew Dobson, to produce the top-scoring project among 7 competing
teams at the first ever Student Competition
and Algebraic Combinatorics (FPSAC), the main conference another conference. Every year since 2013, I have attended a
odeling (SCUDEM)
in Fall 2017. Three more SCUDEM teams led by Dobson also did very well in Spring 2018,
in the field, was held online from July 6 to July 24, 2020. The conference called FPSAC (Formal Power Series in Algebraic
meritorious
mention
and outstanding
mention.
organizing committee
included Assistant
Professor Alejandro Combinatorics). Over the years, this conference is becoming
Morales as chair, VAP Laura Colmenarejo, and PhD student more and more famous, and the number of submissions is
ry sad to
have lost
anThe
important
our600
faculty,
Richard
S. Ellis,
2018.
Richard
William
Dugan.
conferencemember
had moreof
than
registered
increasing
everywho
year. passed
However,away
there in
are July
at most
30 talks
and joined
world and
an average
of more
usually
than professor
60 papers asof
youJudaic
could expect
to have
in
tment inparticipants
1975, andfrom
alsoaround
taughttheclasses
in Judaism
and
the Torah
as no
anmore
adjunct
and Near
Eastern
Erica Laidler with faculty mentor Ted Westling

He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

an M-F conference with a 9-5 schedule and two or three poster
sessions. Then, the question came up. What are we doing with
FPSAC? Are we going online? Is this even possible? After many
meetings, some calls to the community, and some decisions,
there was a team aiming to get this conference organized.
Leading this team, there was Alejandro H. Morales from our
department, and I said yes when he asked for help. His proposal
was to have three contributed talks for three days a week
and for three weeks in July. Three, three, and three. And yes,
three poster sessions, one each week this time, and trying to
accommodate three time zones. But no, we did not have three
EDITED
BY it, we did in two. FPSAC took place virtually
months to organize
on July 5-24, and among the social activities, we had virtual
coffee breaks with activities, a banquet, happy hours, and two
puzzle events.  
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These are my tips for organizing a virtual conference.

DESIGNED
BY
Conference talks—general
ideas

• 30 minutes
talk, including questions.
Brigette
McKenna
•

Make sure to be explicit about the available time for the
speakers. Since interrupting during an online talk is
complicated or cannot be done as discreetly as we would
like, letting theWITH
speakers know that they have 30 minutes
IN COOPERATION
and that the time will be strictly managed is usually enough.
• No more than 2 talks with no break.
EN
P. FLAHERTY
O. GWILLIAM
• For a day conference, 6 talks is a reasonable number.  For
NG
J. HOROWITZ
S.toHROBAR
a conference that extends
a few days, reduce the number
SKI
to
3
talks
per
day.
I. MIRKOVIC
A. MORALES
•
Take
into
account
the
timeRUSSELL
zones of the audience before
T
A. RAYMOND
C.
fixing the schedule.
G
N.
YOUNG
• WHITAKER
A pre-registration form isR.a good
way to obtain this kind of
information.
• Record the talks if the speakers agree. Offer the option of
tment of Mathematics
Statistics
recording and
the talk
and lettingpublishes
the speaker decide afterward
newsletter for inalumni
You
are Also, ask the
case theyand
want friends.
to check the
recording.
speakers
include
“This contact
talk is being
and we want to hear
fromtoyou!
Please
us atrecorded” in their
first slide.
.umass.edu to share
your news, let us know how
• Remember to be inclusive and include a variety of speakers
ng, and learn ways to become involved with the
including minorities and speakers at different stages in
t. Our website istheir
a valuable
resource for current
careers.
and news, so •we encourage
youfor
topreferences
visit us regularly
Ask the speakers
about dates and times.
ath.umass.edu
• Offer the speakers the opportunity to practice their settings
before their talks.

questions in the chat during the talk or at the end of the
talk.
• Technical support and host, who will be in charge of
NEW
CHALLENGE
PROBLEMS
handling
the technical aspect
of letting participants in,
muting when necessary, and making sure that there are no
Herestrange
is a selection
of some of the more challenging
behaviors.
problems
from the
2018
• All the people
assigned
to Jacob-Cohen-Killam
these roles must be co-hostprize
as
exam.
prizeand
exam
problems
are
soonThree
as theyadditional
join the meeting,
the host
should not
be
assigned
any Awards
of these roles
apart from
technical
support.
included
intothe
Dinner
article
on page
14...
Social events are more than important, they are essential. They
........................................................
help us keep the community active and engaged, as well as
Problem
1. Compute
volume of the 2018–
create a nice environment
for the
the conference.  
• Organize short
breaks (coffee breaks) during talks with
dimensional
simplex

topics and breakout rooms with a reasonable number of

2018
{(t1,participants
... , t2018)∈R
: 0 ≤ t1 ≤ ··· ≤ t2018 ≤ 1}.
in each room.
.............................
• Organize long breaks (for lunch or happy hour time) at the

end of each session, so participants can engage in further

Problem
2.and/or
Given
numbers a1, a2, a3, a4, suppose
discussion
socialize.
•
Organize
small
activities
as as scavenger hunts, puzzles,
an is defined recursivelysuch

polls, topics for conversations, photo competitions, etc.
the)/4.
activities and keep
aBen =inclusive
(a + while
an−2 +organizing
a + an−4
in mindn−1
that there
willn−3
be undergraduate and graduate
students, or even postdocs and faculty, that are new to the
Show
that the sequence {an} converges and
community.
calculate
L =afraid
limn→∞
an. for
....................
• Don’t be
to ask
videos! Elevator speeches are
very interesting, a good practice for junior mathematicians
and fun to record and watch! You can find my
Problem
Consider
a regular
tetrahedron with
elevator 3.
speech
for FPSAC
https://www.youtube.com/
edges
of length 1. What is the length of the shortest
watch?v=1HThJ9cdnSE&feature=youtu.be&t=4m12s.
•

loop
on and
its surface
Software
technicalwhich
supportsurrounds two vertices? ..
•

Try to avoid Google apps to organize your conference. That

.............................
includes Google sites, Google forms, Google Docs, etc.
Problem
How
manyapp
3×3
are there
• Zoom is 4.
a very
standard
forarrays
conferences
in the such
US.
participants
other
thatHowever,
(i) entries
includeinall
thecountries
digits (like
fromfor1instance
through
France)
not bein
allowed
accessand
Zoom
with their
work
9, and
(ii) may
entries
everytorow
column
are
in
computer. Be open to experimenting with other options.
increasing order?
•

For the Zoom extra license, be aware that it takes two weeks
to activate it and you need to activate it also in your profile
when you5.
create
link.
Problem
.Letthe
EnZoom
be the
coefficients in the
• Include a password for your conference
and give a nice hint
∞
expansion:
.sec
x+tan
x
=
E xⁿ. ⁿ n=0 nn!
in your emails, so the participants can guess the password.
Have inthat
mind
thatsatisfy
studentsEwill
but it
Show
they
=Ealso
=1participate,
and for n≥1
0
1
should
not
be
easy
to
find
out
by
searching
the
hint.
Relevant roles to consider during the talks
somber note,
we mourn the passing on 2 July
...
• Chair for each session who will be in charge of introducing • Find out if you can use grant funding to pay for a company
dear colleague Richard
S.
Ellis,
an
internationally
that edits your videos. It is not the craziest thing, the edits
the speakers, and can also remind everyone about the
are usually really good, and not much funding is needed for
robabilist, and astatement
good friend
to
many
of
us
on
of respect and inclusion at the beginning of each
an online6.
conference.
section.
d in the community.
It’s an immeasurable loss to
Problem
Let A be the set of all subsets S of
• Save the chat, so youn can send the comments and questions
• Chat
will the
be responsible
ment. For many
yearsmoderator
Richardwho
edited
annual for asking the {1,
2,to ...,
n}
such
that S contains the size |S| of S. Let
the speakers since they will not have access to them later.

and monthly News Briefs, and I — your current
Bn be the set of all S in An which are minimal, i.e.,
njoyed working with him on both for much of the
if S contains some subset T in An then T = S. Show
e. As I re-drafted the letter soliciting briefs this
that the number bn of elements of the set Bn is the
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I realized it was based on Richard’s traditional
n Fibonacci number Fn (here F1 = 1 = F2 and after
d down from him to me several years ago. Both
that Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2).

•

Monitor the waiting room and make sure that all

RECOGNIZING STUDENT SUCCESS

Latin characters before entering the room.

The traditional awards dinner was not held owing to COVID-19,

RTMENT
HEAD’S
participants
accepted inMESSAGE
the talks have their full name in

welcome
you to our Newsletter as the new Department Head. I officially started on 21 January
• For university Zoom accounts, only email addresses from but we list the awards here. Congratulations to all students listed!
Althoughofin-person
activities were not possible
a true honor
and university
somewhat
follow inhosts.
the footsteps
Farshidgraduation
Hajir, who
the–same
aredaunting
allowed to –betoalternative
this
year,
the
department
organized
an online ceremony for
es as Vice Provost
of you
Academic
Affairs
did ainfantastic
Make sure
include more
than and
one person
case therejob in his 3 years as Head. I take over
graduating
which some
can be found at https://www.
ment that’s risen
tremendously
in stature since I came to UMass
in 1987.students,
We’ve made
are any
issues.
youtube.com/watch?v=xmTePcTz9pI.
al hires Organizational
and improvedtips
our graduate and undergraduate programs. Our graduates have gone on
WeeklyWe’re
or biweekly
areour
at fixed
times to help with
standing• things.
very meetings
proud of
alumni.
Graduate Student Awards

keeping the organization going.
Distinguished Thesis Award: Shuaimin Kang for her thesis
•
Find a forum
hackmd,
GoogleDrive, etc)
where which continually exceeds expectations. More and more of
lar area of growth
is our(Slack,
number
of undergraduate
majors,
“Latent Class Models for At-Risk Populations”
you write summaries of the meetings, to-do lists, and a
ming students
recognize the benefits of majoring in math. WeDistinguished
have almostTeaching
1000 majors
7 areas:
Actuarial Science,
Award: in
Angelica
Simonetti
brainstorming section.
Math, Computing,
Pure Math, Statistics, Teaching and an Individual concentration. Mathematics is also an essential
• Find an instant way to communicate as a group (Whatsapp,
y 21st century
education,
as over
15,000
UMass students
takeUndergraduate
our classes eachawards
year.
Facebook Messenger,
Google
Doc, GroupMe,
etc) during
Honors research and theses
the talks, and avoid using the private Zoom chat.
These students
completed
thesesby
inour
mathematics
or
o the hard
our search
committee,
our
tenure
track position
in Math
Biologyhonors
was filled
top candidate:
• work
Try toofminimize
the number
of emails
to the
participants
statistics this year:
and speakers
by summarizing
information.
Professor Brian
Van Koten
is an expert
in applied probability and numerical analysis, performing computer
Robin Armstrong, Ellen Burton, Max Cope-Flanagan, Lucy
• Emailssystems
to participants
should be direct
contain
the
ns of molecular
with applications
in and
biology,
chemistry
and materials
We also had a very successful
Grossman,
Patrick Lei,science.
Roy Siegelmann
information
and
the
links
accessible.
ring 8 new outstanding Visiting Assistant Professors: Siddhant
REUAgrawal,
students Panagiota Birmpa, Noriyuki Hamada,
• Make sure to include a statement of respect and inclusion
n Lai, Jonathan
Simone, Zahra Sinaei, Zheni Utic and Jiayu
Zhai.
Our students
new Marshall
Stone
Laura
Colmenarejo
The following
participated
in VAP,
an REU
(research
on your website, and include it in one of your emails to the
experience for undergraduates) this year:
o, will join us
in Spring 2019.
participants.
Robin Armstrong, Ellen Burton, Peter Cassels, Owen Davey,
• Registration of participants should be mandatory in order
Nuha Futa,provide
Jimmy Hwang,
Pranav Kalkunte,
Long Le,some
Max of
sletter, and to
the
Faculty
News Briefs
at www.math.umass.edu,
an opportunity
to highlight
geton-line
the link for
the conference.
This allows
the organizers
Liu, Mridul Madan, Nghia Nguyen, Manan Patel, Advait Sinha,
anding worktoofestimate
our faculty
in pushing
the envelope
in mathematics and statistics each year: Assistant
the number
of participants
if there of
areknowledge
any
Matthew Trainor
restrictions.
Nestor Guillen spoke at the Austin workshop “Gerrymandering
Steals Elections: Learn how It’s Done and How to
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

of COVID’s effects to different age groups.
For now, my family and I are just hoping to get back — a
nontrivial exercise in its own right. Amid countless cancellations
(including also our first batch of tickets for July!), and with only
two companies flying from Europe to Boston at the moment,
we are hoping to catch a flight of one of them to be able to
safely return to Amherst and prepare for what promises to be
a completely unique, in my 20 years of experience at UMass,
Fall semester! The Oxford experience was a remarkable one, but
for now we are all just hoping for a COVID vaccine and for the
return of our world to a more stable, more safe and healthy state,
EDITED
to the degreeBY
that this may be possible. I certainly hope that this
materializes between the time that these lines are written and
the time that you are reading them!
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Below is a list of donors to the department during the period
2019-10-01 to 2020-09-30. We greatly appreciate your support!
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He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member
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FRANZ PEDIT EXPLAINS THE PICTURES
The surfaces shown are stationary solutions to the elliptic variational problem of minimizing the elastic membrane energy with a
conformal (stretching) constraint. The classification of the minimizers and, more generally, the stationary solutions, among surfaces of finite topology is an open question which has been answered only for surfaces of genus zero and one. The higher genus case
remains elusive, but inroads have been made, as can be seen in the Lawson surface examples of higher genus. The mathematical
theory behind those images involves a combination of non-linear elliptic analysis, integrable systems, non-abelian Hodge theory
over curves, and loop Grassmannians. The images are based on long term collaborative theoretical work with Dr. Lynn Heller, Dr.
Sebastian Heller (Hannover University), Prof. Josef Dorfmeister (TU-Munich), and Dr. Nicholas Schmitt (TU-Berlin), who also
carried out extensive mathematical experiments and produced all the images using his proprietary XLab Software Suite.

PUZZLE FUN
Vivien Ripoli from Solving Fun ( https://solving-fun.com/ ) created the puzzle below for a departmental tea. To solve it, you may
need to visit the department website to identify people; the boldfaced words are hints. If you get stuck, another hint is on page 2.

RISING RESEARCHER AWARD

Commonwealth Honors College student Shelby Cox ’18 is a Mathematics & Statistics and
Linguistics double major who has a track record of winning awards that reflect her superb
academic performance and leadership abilities in the field of mathematics and statistics.
Along with establishing and serving as President of the UMass chapter of the Association
for Women in Mathematics, Cox has received two Outstanding Academic Achievement
Awards from the Department of Mathematics and Statistics as well as the 2017 William
F. Field Alumni Scholar Award, which recognizes and honors third-year students for
their academic achievements. Shelby won a prestigious National Science Foundation
graduate research fellowship to pursue a PhD in pure mathematics this fall at the University of Michigan.
Cox’s research accomplishments began when she participated in a summer 2016 National Science Foundation
Research Experience for Undergraduates (NSF/REU) at the University of Maryland. The project concerned
calculating the Euler characteristic of geometric objects, known as Hilbert schemes, which are mathematical
structures in algebraic geometry that occur under symmetry. The Euler characteristic is a rough measure of the
topology, or shape, of an object. The heart of Cox’s achievement was to reduce these calculations to previous
known calculations that are more mathematically manageable. Cox and her collaborator gave a talk and also
presented a poster on their work in January 2017 at the Joint Mathematics Meetings – the largest gathering
of mathematicians in the United States and the largest annual meeting of mathematicians in the world.
According to Associate Professor Eric Sommers, her advisor and teacher, “Shelby’s superb performance in
research and departmental coursework, as well as her role in establishing and leading the UMass chapter of
the Association for Women in Mathematics, makes her deserving of the Rising Researcher award.”
Cox acknowledged just how much what it means to be a scientist has changed—but that the principles
of science have remained the same:
As we move on to new adventures as educators, actuaries, data scientists, software engineers and
researchers, we probably won't have to remember the pigeonhole principle or the first 10 digits of π,
but we will continue to solve problems.
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